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Fig. 1. Rembrandt, identified here as Daaid and Mephiboseth (heretofore Dat:id and lonathan and formerly Dat:id
and Absalom). Signed and dated Rembrandt f 1.e2. Panel, 73 x ó1.5 cm. Bredius 511. Leningrad, Hermitage.
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DAVIDÁND MEPHIBOSETH:
REMBRANDTS
FROMVONDEL
SUBIECT
A FORGOTTEN

,The current interpretation of the Rembrandt painting in Leningrad, our
I pig. 1, asDavid ànd jonathan, is marred by a number of faults that have
not been dealt with in the literature. The most widely acceptedstatementof
the theory, proposed by Christian Tiimpel in7969, derives the subjectfrom
with a nod to l Samuel 78:4.r
l samuel 2A:4'1.,
David has been hiding from Saul for three days, in accordancewith a
plan he made with Saul'sson Jonathan,his bosom friend. On the third day,
kill him. He
ionathan leaves the palace to warn David that Saul intends to
certain
shouting
and
arrows
three
executes a signal involving shooting
gathered
the
arrows,
"And
up
Jonathan'slad
instructions to a servant boy.
and came to his master"(l- samuel20:38)."And ]onathan gavehis weapons
unto his lad, and said unto him, Go, carry them to the city. And as soon as
the lad was gone, David arose out of a place toward the south, and fell on
his face to the ground, and bowed himself three times: and they kissed one
another, and wept with another, until David exceeded"(1 Samuel 20:40-41';
King JamesVersion).
In this reading of the painting, the young man seenfrom the back is
David, and the older man facing us Jonathan. Tiimpel bolsters two
weaknessesin his explanation with extra arguments. The difference in age
between the two figures can be found in sixteenth-century prints and a
painting by Lastman. The arrows in the foreground are not those of
but those that
ionathá, which were sent back to the city with the servant,
(1
Samuel 'l'8:'J'-4).
ionathan had given David when they became friends
Ttimpel relates this unprecedented combination of elementsfrom the two
stories to what he seesas Rembrandt's original manner of manipulating the
details of history Paintings.
To my mind,-Ttimpel passestoo lightly over the first objection, while
his explanation of the second removes his argument from the realm of
contróilable scholarship. Moreover, there are otherflaws in the theorywith
which he does not deal at all. In 1957,V. Loewinson-Lessing,who also calls
the paintin g Dauid and Ionathan, reiectedthe passagein L Samuel 20 as a
,orr.." on the grounds that "David" is dressedin the golden garb of a prince.
He prefers the text from chapter 18: "And )onathan stripped himself of the
robe that was upon him, and gave it to David, and his garment, even to his
sword, and to his bow, and to his girdle" (1 Samuel 18:4). LoewinsonLessingis willing to accept the fact that his "Jonathan"nonethelessremains
fully dressedin the Leningrad painting.
Both of these theories have additional defects that have not yet been
brought to bear against them. The younger figure is clearly wearing spurs,
whicÉ accords with neither text. Furthermore, the gesture and face of the
old man are more expressiveof support than of the emotional transport we
would expect.

To Lotte Brand Philip I owe not only thanks for
the joys I have experienced in a quarter-century
of art-historical research, but also the awareness, vrrhich stood me in good stead in writing
this article, that truth does not always lie in the
middle, but can be downright eccentric.
1. I first advanced the new identification for
the subject of the Leningrad painting proposed
here in abbreviated form in the caption to the
illustration of the painting in my book on
Rembrandt, published in Dutch in 1984
(Schwartz, 224). The passage from Josephus
cited there is inappropriate. This was pointed
out to me by Prof . M.A. Schenkeveld-van der
Dussen, whom I would like to thank for her
fri endl y cri ti ci sm and hel p. T he earl i er
literature is mentioned in Christian Ïimpel,
"studien zur Ikonographie der Historien
Rembrandts: Deutung und Interpretation der
B i l di nhal te," N ederl ands kunsthís tori s c h
jaarboek, XX, 1969,738-'J.46,and LoewinsonLessing,no.13.
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2. Samuel van Hoogstraeten, lnleyding tot
de hooge schoole der schilderko;nsf (Rotterdam:
Frangois van Hoogstraeten, 16781, Reprint,
n.p.: Davaco, 1969, 1:07:"David was bruina.htich, met schoone oogen, en van goede
gestalte."
3. The five drawings are Benesch 74a, ca'
'L632-33(Birmingham, Barber Institute); 502a,
c a . ] 3 4 0 - 4 2 ( B e r l in , Ku p fe r stich ka b in e tt) ;
552, ca. 7643-44 (Fig. 2; Paris, Louvre, L.
Bonnat Bequest); 862, ca.1.650 (whereabouts
unknown); and 1025, ca. !656-57 (Amsterdam,
Riiksprentenkabinet, C. Hofstede de Groot
Bequest). The Lastman painting, in Moscow,
is illustrated by Ïimpel (as in note L), fie. 24.
4. The preface is dated November 29,7639,
and the title page of the first edition 1ó40. The
first performance took place on April8,764'l',
in the presence of the burgomasters. The text
here quoted is from vol. III of the complete
works of Vondel in the edition brought out by
the Maatschappij voor Goede en Goedkoope
L e c t u u r . F o r a m o r e r e ce n t e d itio n o f
Gebroeders, see loost van den Vondel,
Gebroeders: treurspel, met een inleidende
stiidie door Prof . Dr. K.'Langvik-Johannessen
(Oslo) en van verklarende aantekeningen
voorzien door Dr. K. Porteman, Antwerp and
Amsterdam. 1975.
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The gravest objection, however, is that the explanation leavesus with a
painting that does not "read." The foreground figure has long blond hair
with a slight wave, whereas the young David in two earlier paintings by
Rembrandt has dark curls. Departing from the Bible, which describesDavid
as "ruddy" (1 Samuel 'l'6:12),Rembrandt's pupil Hoogstraten describeshim
as'brownish," and this seemsto have been the way in which Rembrandt and
his pupils invariably visualized him, as a young man.2 Moreover, the
hierarchy of the composition, in which the older man is so much more
imposing, speaks against a meeting between two friends, of whom the
younger is far the more important personage.
Rembrandt made no other known paintings and no etchings of David
and Jonathan. Benesch catalogues five drawings as depictions of David
taking leave of Jonathan, however, which he datesbetween ],632 and'J,657.
The essentialfeatures of all are identical. David kneels before a standing
|onathan. The figures are placed sideby side in the space,and both are given
the samepictorial weight. There is no noticeable difference in age between
them. Both gesticulateemotionally. David's hair is never more than necklength and his dressis simple, while f onathan's, in the three sheetswhere it is
characterized at all, is ornate. In one or perhaps two .of the drawings,
Jonathanwears a sword, but David never does, nor are there other weapons
visible. The closestdrawing in time to the Leningrad paintinS, Benesch502a
of about 1640-42,is also the best-formulated version, including Jonathan's
'J.643-44,is
servant running back to the city. The most finished, of about
reproduced here (Fig. 2). It gives a good idea of the mise-en-scèneof all five.
If this is the way Rembrandt saw David and Jonathan in his mind's eye
throughout his life, in much the sameway as his master Lastman had painted
them in 7620, then why should he have changed them unrecognizably in a
painted composition?3
The proposal I would like to advance - a story from the later life of
David as king - accounts for the difference in age and status between the
figures, the royal dressof both, the spurs and the weapons, and is more in
keeping with the stagingand mood of the scene.It is a story told in the Bible,
but what is more to the point: it was performed on the Amsterdam stagein
'1,641,one year before the painting, in a dramatization by Joost van den
who in 1641 was in contact with Rembrandt.
Vondel (1,587-7679),
The play is Gebroeders (The Brothers), which Vondel wrote in 1639
and published in 1ó40.aFor three years, the land of Israel has been suffering
from drought, and is nearing the end of its resources.King David consults
the high priest, and is told that the drought is a delayed punishment for a
deed committed long before. David's predecessorKing Saul sinned in his
murder of the Gibeonites, an Amorite people protected by a pact they made
with Joshua during the conquest of Canaan. David asks the Gibeonite
leaderswhat recompensethey require, and is told they will accept only the
blood of Saul's descendants.This confronts David with a painful choice:
Joshua'soath to the Gibeonites calls for the death of Saul's children and
grandchildren, but his own oath to Saul's late son Jonathan binds him to
their protection. In the end, he acceptsa compromise solution suggestedby
his general: turn over to the Gibeonites the sevenmale descendantsof Saul
they demand, but spare Jonathan's own son Mephiboseth and his son
Micha. 'Then God and Gibeon and Jonathan are served" (line 1639).
This having been done, in the last sceneMephiboseth comes to David
to thank him for sparing him and his child. He cries with relief, and bows
before David, who in his last'speech.raises him, saying: "Stand uP, mY
kinsman, stand up: youïe now said quite enough./It's only fair that the
rigor of the law/Be followed by mercy" (lines 1779-81').
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Fig. 2. Rembrandt, Dapid and lonathan. Ca. 1643-44. Inscribed by a later hand Rimbrant 1634. Pen and wash in bistre,
18x23.5 cm. Benesch552. Paris, Louvre, L. Bonnat Bequest.

The sceneis set outside Saul'sroyal city of Gibea. The light of day is
troubled by "unwholesomevapors/'that hide the sun (lines5, 1Z 18). It is
not hard to recognize these features, and the parched land, in the sky,
background and foreground of Rembrandt's painting.
In the preface and text of Gebroeders,Vondel gives us only three pieces
of additional information concerning Mephiboseth, all of which can be
linked with the painting. David granted him not only his life but also all of
Jonathan's possessions(preface, line 146), which accounts for the figure's
royal dress and arms. His most characteristic feature is his lameness
(preface, lines 101-102), for which reason he rode on a donkey (Act 5,
line 1578). This would account for the spursworn by the foreground figure.
I would like to draw attention to a seemingly odd discrepancy: the young
man wears two different boots - the left one stops above the shin, and the
right one is at least as high as the knee. This might well have been intended
as a manifestation of Mephiboseth's lameness.
Concernirrg the staging of Gebroeders, there is a unique source in an
annotated copy of the first printing, with details concerning the identity of
the actors, the costume of the priests, the form of the tabernacle, and
miscellaneousprops.s From it we learn, for example, that David was played

S .Transcri bed i n extenso by C .G.N . de
Vooys in his notes to Vondel, III, 900-902. The
annotated copy is in the Royal Library in
The Hague.
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by fan Lemmersand Mephibosethby IsaacVos, both of them dramatistsas
well as actors. One of the props was the "rock or mountain on the side of the
stage,"which corresponds to the rough overgrown blocks in the painting.
Finally, according to Hermitage publications, the curtain that cuts acrossthe
rocks in the upper right corner of Rembrandt's panel "was originally better
seen,"which of courseputs the viewer in mind of a theatrical performance.6
None of thesearguments would be of great weight if they did not lead
to an overall reading of the painting that is more convincing than the theory
they seekto replace.As I seeit, they do: the positions, poses,Sestures,ages,
costume and statusof the two figures are more in agreementwith David and
Mephiboseth than with David and Jonathan.
Rembrandt would not be Rembrandt, and the painting would not be a
problem, if the identification were totally unequivocal. Two details that
would have perfected the iconographic program are missing: the "open
crown" that David wore on the stage,and Mephiboseth's son Micha, whom
Mephiboseth mentions in his one speech.As for the crown-in his other
paintings, etchings and drawings of Biblical kings, Rembrandt omits it as
often as he includes it. And Micha, although he is mentioned in the speech,
is missing both from the printed list of dramatis personae and the
handwritten notes on actols, in which one silent character and four singers,
who are missing from the printed version, are added . In other words, it is
quite possible that Micha did not appear in Gebroedersat all.

6. Vondel, lII,9A: "een rots of berg aen de
silde van 't toneel." Loewinson-Lessing, no.
13.
7. Vondel, IIl, 618-638, includes all the
poetry but only excerpts from the prose sections of the book.
8.

Ibid., III, ó38.

9. Ibid., IV 211 (on a painted portrait of
Barlaeus); 213 (on a portrait print of Geràrd
Vossius); 21,4 (on portraits of Vondel and
Coster and a self-portrait of Sandrart); 535
(on a p o r t r a i t o f P.C. Ho o ft) ; 5 5 6 - 5 7 0
(captions for paintings of the twelve months
and day and night for the gallery of the Elector
of Bavaria); 590 (on a St. Sebastianaltarpiece
for the Bavarian court); 591 (on a painting of
t he M a g d a l e n e ) ; 5 94 - 5 9 9 ( o n p a in tin g s,
drawings and marble statues in Sandrart's
house); ó10 (on Sandrart's departure for
Munich). The scholars and poets portrayed
by Sandrart were all prominent figures in
a n d lib e r tin e cir cle s in
Rem o n s t r a n t
Amsterdam.
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If there was one period in Rembrandt's life when we might have
expectedhim to paint a scenefrom a drama by Vondel, it would be around
'J,640,and if there was one play that would come into consideration, it
would be Gebroeders. l)ntil he was over fifty, Vondel showed but a
scatteredinterest in painting. Between 1631 and 1ó39 he wrote no poems at
all dealing with works of art. In 1638he participated in a grand civic project
involving all the arts, which brought him into contact with a particular
group of Amsterdam artists that included Rembrandt, and that stimulated
his interest in painting. Maria de'Medici's visit to the city in September1638
was celebratedwith the most sumptuous pageant of the century' to which
Vondel contributed , after the fact, in two ways. He translated into Dutch
the official description of the events, Medícea Hospes,by Caspar Barlaeus,
professor at the recently founded Amsterdam institution of higher learning,
the Athenaeum. It was published in summer'1,639under the title Blyde Inkomst der allerdoorluchtighsteKoninginne, Maria de Medicis, tAmsterdam
(JoyousEntry of the Most SereneQueen Maria de'Medici in Amsterdam).7
In a spinoff of this major piece of work he also participated in the largest
joint painting commission given by an Amsterdam municipal body in many
decades:the civic-guard group portraits ordered and executedfor the new
hall of the Kloveniersdoelen in 1ó38-45.Vondel contributed a poem to be
painted onto the group portrait of the company of Cornelis Bicker awaiting
Maria de' Medici's arrival.s
The painter was Joachim von Sandrart (1606-88),with whom Vondel
becamefriends. Between 1639 and'J,644,when the German left Amsterdam
for Munich, Vondel wrote nó fewer than thirty poems about Sandrart, his
art collection, and his works, including religious subjects,portraits (a selfportrait and one of Vondel among them), aswell as fourteen personifications
of the months and day and night painted by Sandrart for the Elector of
Bavaria.e
In the sameperiod, Vondel wrote only six other poems about the art of
painting and its practitioners. Two are devoted to portraits of Sandrart's
cousin, the artist and art dealer Michel le Blon, and can be considered an

appendageto the Sandrart group.lo The third is Vondel's famous quatrain
on Rembrandt'sdouble portrait of the Mennonite preacher Cornelis Claesz.
'l'641':
Anslo and his wife of
That's right, Rembrandt, paint Cornelis' voice!
His visible self is second choice.
The invisible can only be known through the word'
For Anslo to be seen,he must be heard.1l
There are severalways in which Vondel may have come to write the poem.
Rembrandt was one of the five painters who joined Sandrart in painting
civic-guard pieces for the Kloveniersdoelen. But Vondel did not write
poems on the other four-why Rembrandt? A contributing factor was
undoubtedly that Anslo was related to Vondel by marriage. There was
another puriy involved in the relation, however, and I am inclined to regard
Rembrandt's
him as ih" k"y figure. Hendrick Uylenburgh ('1,587-1661.),
cousin-in-law and art dealer, was a Mennonite who belonged to the
preacher's congregation, from which he in fact borrowed a large sum of
money in164'L.12Vondel had been a Mennonite, and a member of the same
church, in previous years, before his conversion to Catholicism in 1640.
What makes it likely that Uylenburgh was an important link between
Rembrandt and Vondel is that the fourth poem, from1644, is addressedto
the Frisian painter Wybrand de Geest; he, like Rembrandt, was married to a
cousin of ihe art dealer's, a woman named Hendrickje Uylenburgh.l3
Uylenburgh probably had a hand in both the publication of the Blyde
Inkomst and the commissions for the Kloveniersdoelen. The Catholic
artists who drew the models for the prints in Vondel's book - Simon de
Vlieger and Claes Moyaert-were both investors in Uylenburgh's art firm
(alone with Rembrandt), while three of those who painted portraits for the
Kloveniersdoelen had been brought by him to Amsterdam as his protégés:
Rembrandt, Backer and Flinck.la
Although Vondel was thus linked by bonds of friendship and patronage
to these artists, he wanted more from them than that. From the time he
began working with sandrart, he was infected with the desire to create
"poetry wedded to painting," as he wrote in his poem to Wybrand de Geest,
rLferring to the latter's collaboration with a Frisian poet he calls Noien.
Vondel's first choice of a partner , after Sandrart, was - indeed- Rubens. In
a famous passagefrom the preface to Gebroeders,he describedthe way he
would like to seeRubens paint "the tragic drama" as a "glorious and kingly
scene,"full of allegorical figures invented by Vondel (lines 81-110).
Vondel was moved by more than just a desire to give expression to
Horace's adage "ut pictura poesis." His comparison of Gebroedersto a
painting is of great importance to the rationale of the play and its significance
within the poet's dramatic oeuvre. His earlier plays had all adhered to the
of tragedy, but in Gebroedershewrote his first tragedy - the
Senecan
-ádulmodern European dramatist-in the Greek mode.15Vondel's
first by any
eyeswere openedwhen in1;639,with the help of IsaacVossius,he translated
Sophocles'Electra into Dutch.ló With the consciousintention of creating
something truly new-a Biblital tragedy with the structure of a Greek
one-he began to "comb through scripture" looking for a likely subject.
When he came acrossthe story of David and the Gibeonites,he knew he had
found his vehicle.lT In the tale of a hero torn between the claims of the clan
and those of the gqdhead, ending in the sacrifice of innocent life to rescue
the land, Vondel recognized the perfect Biblical equivalent to the story of
Electra. There were of course adjustments to be made. He reshaped the
Biblical frame so that the action could all take place in one location and

10. Vondel, IV, 587. The portraits were by
David Baudrighem and Anthony van Dyck.
11. Vondel, lV, 2O9. "Ay, Rembrant, maal
Cornelis stem./Het zichtbre deel is 't minst
van hem: /'t Onzichtbre kent pren slechtsdoor
d'ooren./Wi e A nsl o zi en w i l , moet hem
hooren." Literally: "Aye, Rembrandt, paint
Cornelis' voice. The visible part is his least
important aspect. The invisible can be known
only through the ears. He who would see
Anslo must hear him." The classic article on
the poem is J.A. Emmens, "AY Rembrant,
maal C ornel i s stem," i n K uns thi s tori s c he
opstellen, from the Verzameld zoerk, lll,
Amsterdam, 1981. For later literature, see the
catalogues of the Staatliche Museen Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Gemáldegalerie.
Vondel's poem on a Portrait of Anna
Wiimer (Vondel, IV , 295) is generally said to
have been written in 1ó41 on a painting of that
year by Rembrandt, in the Six Collection,
Amsterdam. This notion, which has taken
root in the literature, embodies two weak
assuinptions: that the painting in the Six
Collection does in fact portray Anna Wijmer,
and that Vondel'spoem concerns that painting
and not another. The identity of the sitter has
recently been called into question by I.H. van
Eeghen, "Anna Wijmer en Jan Six," Iaarboek
Amstelodamum. LXXU, L984, 65-66. As f or
the poem, the fact that it was not published
until 1óó0 rnakes it extremely unlikely that it
refers to a portrait of 1'643'.All the other
ooems mentioned here were included in
Vondel's selected verse, Verscheíde gedichten,
of '1.644.The only exception is the final poem
on Sandrart, which was apparently written
after the appearance of that volume, and
which was printed in the following edition of
the collected verse, Poëzy, of 1ó50.
12.

Schwartz, 139-742,217-278, and notes.

13. Vondel. IV,589.
-].4. Schwartz. ].4L 212-213.
15. K. Langvik-Johannessen, "De Christelijke
tragiek in Gebroeders," in Joost van den
Yondel, Gebroeders (as in note 4), 7-8.
16.

Vondel. lll. 639-707.

17. Ibid., 804, lines 185-190. '"Toenwy, belust
op bybelstof te wercken, de gewijde bladen
doorsnuffelden, behaeghde ons, boven alle
andere, deze Historie... ." (When, moved by the
desire to work on a Biblical theme, we combed
through the sacred pages, this story pleased us
above all others).
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18.

Ibid., III. 804, lines \36-156.

19. Ibid., 803-804. "lck moet by deze gelegenheid ter loop aenroeren, dat luiden, van Seen
geringe geleertheid, en wetenschap, zich luttel
met poëziie bemoeiende, by wylen al te naeuwe
en strenge keurmeesters zijn, over deze kunst,
en niet wel begrijpen, hoe die te teer en edel zy,
om zulck een harde proef uit te staen, zonder
een groot deel van haere aertigheid en luister te
verliezen. Men moet haer inwilligen een voegeliick misbruick, of liever een noodige vryheid;
gelijck die in meer kunsten, zonderling in
Schilderije en Muzijcke, vereischt word. De
Schilder, hoewel hy niet anders als een
nabootser van de Natuur zy, verziert nochtans
dickwils eenige by'vallende schaduwe, daerze
natuur weigert, om't ander werck bet te doen
voortkomen: of maelt naeckten en andere
cieraeden, die de historie eenen welstand
byzetten."
20. Ibid., lV, ó9, 295. Junius's book remained
the prime source for information concerning
ancient painting for the rest of the century.
21.

Schwartz, 26L-266.

22. Philips Angel, Lof der Schilder-konst
(Leiden: Willem Christiaens, L642), Reprint,
Utrecht. 1969, 46-47. In order to avoid
anachronisms and errors in history paintings,
writes the author, "is ten hoochsten prijselick
(Edele Geesten) dat wy ons ghewennen tot het
geene de voor-gheleefde Geesten betracht
hebben, en noch van vele hedendaechse
Meesters na ghekomen wert, ons bekomere n d e m e t n e e r s tich d e o u d e ve r m u fte
Boecken te doorsnuffelen om kennisse van
H v s t o r i e n t e b e k o m e n ; n e ve n s we lcke
kennisse dan, als wy de selve willen door
Teyckeninghe, Plaette, of Schílderye uytdrucken, onse hooghe naghedachten moeten
voeghen, om onse gheorloofde vryheyt daer
te beter onder te menghen, sonder krencken
van den sin der Hystorien, en meerder vercieringhe van ons werck, gheliick de Oude
ghedaen hebben, en vele vande teghenwoordighe vermaerde Geestennoch doen; als, daer
is dien wif t-beruchten Rembrant...."
23.. Schwartz, 2-1,4-215.
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within the span of a single day, while he reduced the number of personages
and chorusesto an absolute minimum. The most important of his changes
was an essentialone, for which he was taken to task by theologian friends.18
In the Bible (2 Samuel 27t46), the Gibeonites no sooner made their demand
than David granted it, whereasVondel'sDavid takes two acts of Gebroeders
to make up his mind.
Having taken theseliberties with what was after all the divine word,
Vondel defends himself against those critics "of no little learning and
knowledge, who concern themselvesbut slightly with poetry" by referring
them to the artifices practiced by painters and composers. "The painter,
though he be nothing but an imitator of nature, nonethelessinvents added
shadows lacking in nature in order to lend relief to the rest: or paints nudes
or other adornments to increasethe attractivenessof his history" (preface,
lines 164-1ó8).le
Gebroeders was dedicated to the father of the scholar who helped
Vondel to translate Electra-Gerard Vossius, Barlaeus's colleague as
founding professor of the Athenaeum. At this point, the reader will better
understand the relevanceof the last two of Vondel's thirty-six poems on art
between 1639 and'J.644.ln 'l'640he wrote a memorial poem to Gerard's
daughter, |ohanna Vossius,who was a painter, and in 'J.641hewrote a poem
on Van Dyck's portrait of FranciscusJunius,.Vossius'sbrother-in-law and
the author of the famoushandbook on ancientpainting, De picturaueterum
(tO3Z1.'oIn other words, Gebroedersand the thirty-six poems amount to a
kind of manifesto on Vondel'spart, an attempt to found along classicGreek
grounds a Dutch mode of literary painting and painterly poetry.
This particular turn in the history of ut pictura poesis, which inspired
numerous other poets and painters throughout the 1640'sand L650's,was to
prove of central importance to the birth of academicclassicismin Holland.
No institution of the prestige of the French Académie was ever founded
there, but the idea lived. Vondel belonged to a chamber of rhetoric known
as Coster'sAcademy. This divided into the Athenaeum on the one hand and
the town theater on the other. Sandrart was later to entitle his art-historical
magnum opus the TeutscheAcademie, and even Uylenburgh, accordinS to
Baldinucci, styled his art firm the Academy.
The closestthe Dutch ever got to a broadly-based academy was on St.
Luke'sDay L653,with the founding of a short-lived Amsterdam Brotherhood
of Painters and Poets. At the ceremony, Vondel was crowned with a laurel
wreath by the assembledpainters and poets of Amsterdam. This event had
as much to do with jockeying for position in the shower of commissions
dispensedby the township for the new towh hall as it did with aesthetics,
but the Brotherhood, a Marriage of Apelles and Apollo, intended to
transform both arts.21
In'J,639-42,Rembrandt was very much a part of this new current"movement" would be too strong a term. On St. Luke's Day L647, Philips
Angel praised him in words that echoedVondel's: "It is worthy of the highest
praise that we [... ] busy ourselvesdiligently with combing through musty
old books to gain knowledge of historical subjects. To this knowledge we
must add [... ] our own best reflections, the better to combine them with our
legitimate liberties without twisting the meaning of the histories. In this way
we adorn our work just as the ancients did and as many famous masters of
today still do, such as the widely-famed Rembrandt !'z2ltmay also be taken
as a sign of Rembrandt'sstatus as an erudite artist that he showed himself in
'1,640in the guise of the Italian court poet, Ludovico Ariosto (National
Gallery, London; Bredius 34), adapting a painting by Titian that was also
copied (and nearly bought) by Sandrart in Amsterdam.23

Seen against this background, Vondel's poem on Anslo offers more
than sufficient grounds for assuming that he was contemplating some form
of collaboration with Rembrandt in'J,64'1,.That double portrait of his
relatives, with its rich iconography, may have been painted according to
Vondel'sspecifications.The Leningrad panel suggestsanother collaboration
between the two, a more than worthy alternative to Vondel's imagined
allegory by Rubens. If, however, Vondel expectedRembrandt to "suck his
poems with his ears while lVondel] kissed his Pandora [i.e. invented
women] with his eyes," as de Geest and Noiert did in Friesland, he was
frustrated in his hopes. After'J.642,the next sign of possiblecontact between
Rembrandt and Vondel is a poem on a portrait of jan Six that may refer to
Rembrandt's likeness of 1654.2aIn 1655, he painted two versions of loseph
and Potiphar's Wife that probably reflect the stageperformance of Vondel's
Joseph trilogy that year.2s And towards the close of the 1650's, Vondel
mentioned Rembrandt for the secondand last time, in a poem on one of the
etched portraits of'Lieven Coppenol, another Amsterdam Mennonite.26
The artist who came closest to replacing Sandrart in Vondel's life was
Rembrandt's former pupil (and Vondel's distant kinsman) Govert Flinck
(1615-60).To Flinck, Vondel dedicated some twenty poems between 1ó53
and t6ó0; that painter sat across the table from him at the founding of the
Brotherhood, and he shared with Vondel most of the commissionsfor the
invention and execution of the paintings for the town hall. Whatever may
have been sprouting in Amsterdam by way of high patronage for art with
academic allure passedRembrandt by.
Rembrandt seemsto have been stuck with the Leningrad painting for
many years. According to the investigations of the Hermitage, it was badly
damaged before it left the artist's studio, and had to be not only retouched
by actually repaired with three inserted pieces of wood along the upper
edge.4zIt is probably identical with the work, referred to in a statement
sworn to by Rembrandt in March 1659, which had already been sold to the
artist-dealer Lodewijk van Ludick but remained in Rembrandt's hands for
completion.2sThis long delay in saleimplies that the audiencefor whom the
painting was originally intended in1642-whether an individual patron or
the segment of Amsterdam society for which Rembrandt was working in
those years - did not accept it. It was not Rembrandt's only such setbackin
'L642, when he had to sue a leading citizen of Amsterdam, Andries de
Graeff, to pay for a portrait, and aborted the Concord of the State in a
preliminary stage.2eThe story of the rejection of the Nightwatchin1642isa
legend, but is a fact that Rembrandt's artistic fortunes suffered a reversein
that year that he was never able to overcome.
From Lodewijk van Ludick's collection the Hermitage panel passedinto
that of Harmen Becker, a route taken by other paintings as well, including
many Rembrandts. Becker was a wealthy collector-dealer, whose main
interest in art was in soaking up a collection as cheaply as possible.30This is
quite a comedown from the elevated intellectual sphere in which the
painting was conceived. After Becker'sdeath in 1678, the painting was in
the collections of Lauiens van der Hem (1713) and Jan van Beuningen
(17'L6),before being purchasedin the latter year by Osip Solovyov for Tsar
Peter the Great.31
This brings us to an unsettling discovery: all the records pertaining to
painting,
including the notarial statement of 7659signedby Rembrandt
the
himself, refer to it as "David and Jonathan" or'The Meeting of David and
Jonathan." If the documents do refer to the painting in Leningrad-and no
other known or recorded work bv Rembrandt comes into consideration-

24. Vondel, IV 590: "Ghy zuight ziin dichten
met uw ooren,/Zi j n oogen k us s en uw
Pandooren./Zoo groeit ghy in malkanders
gunst,/En wisselt t'elckens kunst om kunst."
The latest writer on Jan Six, George Móller
("Het album Pandora van Jan Six , 11618-17001,"
]aarboek A mstel odamum, L X X V I, 1984,
69-10I), doubts, as others have in the past,
that Vondel's poem refers to the famous
portrait by Rembrandt (Bredius 276\. He is
inclined to see in it a reference to a portrait of
five years earlier by Wallerand Vaillant.
25. Ben Albach, "Een tekening van het
Amsterdamse toneel in ],638," Kroniek oan
het Rembrandthuís, XXYI, 1972, 721,-122.
26.

Vondel, Vn,

27.

Loewinson-Lessing,no. 13.

ó90.

28. Strauss and van der Meulen, 445. "Gelyck
hy comparant oock belooffde aen den vn. Sr
van Ludièk te sullen affschilderen en leveren
een stuckje schilderije uijtbeeldende de Historie
van Jonathan en Davidt, dat hij alreede onderhanden heeft, en dat naerby het eerstejaer naer
dato."
29. S trauss and van der Meul en. 451;
Schwartz, 220-223.
30.

Schwartz,287.

31. C. Hofstede de Groot, A Catalogue
Raísonné of the Works of the Most Eminent
Dutch Painters of the SezsenteenthCentury,
trans. and ed. Edward G. Hawke, VI, London,
1916 (German ed.. 1915), Reprint, Cambridge,
1976, 42, nos. 36a, 36b. Loewinson-Lessing,
no. 13.
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The Leningraà painting ls a poetic and rare subiect; even
jonathan it would bL tt"utly unique. When it was made' it could have been
was in
received as a landmark in Dutch history painting, as Gebroeders
and
niche,
intended
its
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Divorced from its originál context, robbed - perhaps by Rembrandt
too soon into
original meaning, it excitesa strong attraction that dwindles
polite puzzlement.
Maarssen
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